


Neighborhoods: 
Brera 
Brera is in the historic center of Milan, an area that has always been a focus of commercial, artistic and cultural development. 
Brera embraces some of the city’s most prestigious historic buildings, and its streets of “old Milan” are lined with more than 80 
permanent design stores, artisans’ workshops, art galleries, shops, museums, the Accademia delle Belle Arti, the Pinacoteca, 
the Scala, and various cultural and art centers. 

Central Station and Porta Garibaldi  
North of Duomo and east of Parco Sempione is the busy Porta Garibaldi district and bustling Central Station. One of its most 
famous attractions is the 10 Corso Como multilevel concept store, a design mecca packed with bookstores and boutiques. At 
Central Station, direct bus links to Milan Linate Airport and makes it a convenient base for Milan hotels. South of the station 
are Milan’s pretty Giardini Pubblici (Public Gardens) and the Modern Art Gallery.  

Tortona 
Young designers, models and other beautiful people are to be found over the graffiti-covered bridge from Porta Genova in the 
super cool Zona Tortona. Once a working class tangle of tenements and factories, this area has now become arguably the most 
dynamic destination in the city. Home to many creative companies, independent boutiques and alternative venues Zona 
Tortona is a refreshing change from other more classic, conformist parts of the city. 

Lambrate 
Ventura Lambrate, Milan’s gallery district, is the place to go for fascinating and even controversial surveys of student work from 
international design schools. 

STAY



Hotels:  

Bulgari Hotel  
On a private street in downtown Milan, between Via Montenapoleone, Via della Spiga, La Scala and the Accademia di 
Brera, in a tastefully renovated 18th-century Milanese palazzo is the Bulgari Hotel Milano, a five star hotel situated in 
the cultural and commercial heart of a city that, behind its austere façades, hides delightful and unexpected courtyards 
and green spaces.

Grand Hotel et de Milan  
With a stay at Grand Hotel et de Milan, you'll be centrally located in Milan, steps from Armani Megastore and minutes 
from Teatro alla Scala. This 5-star hotel is within close proximity of Teatro alla Scala Museum and Milan City Hall. 
joy a champagne aperitivo or elegant dinner in this sophisticated monochromatic bistro surrounded by vintage Italian 
design objects. 

NH Hotels
The NH Milano Machiavelli hotel is a modern, elegant building that sits right in the heart of Milan. Here you’re a 
20-minute walk from the Duomo, and just 2 blocks from Corso Buenos Aires, Milan’s most important shopping street. 
Meanwhile, there’s a swimming pool across the road, and the Giardini di Porta Venezia park is a 5-minute walk away. 

Brera Apartments  
Carefully styled to please fashionistas and the design-conscious, these elegant apartments are set in or near the hip 
Brera area, known for its cornucopia of shops, bars, evening promenades and nightlife. Apartments are within short 
walkings distance of all main attractions and metro stations.

Airbnb 
Live like a local! There are many unique options available to rent in Milan through airbnb.  

SLEEP

http://www.bulgarihotels.com/en_US/milan/the-hotel/overview/?scid=bb1a189a-fec3-4d19-a255-54ba596f%20ebe2
http://www.grandhoteletdemilan.it/en/
https://www.nh-hotels.com/hotels/milan?campid=8435708&ct=287135536&gclid=Cj0KCQiAnuDTBRDUARIsAL41eDoV0As522K348GbqU5MWJKTyeEGUPgG14hj_QjI0eN_CGbNzoMhhhcaAtAMEALw_wcB&dclid=CJyQ1_fpj9kCFVNofgodjvkKgQ
http://www.brerapartments.com/
https://www.airbnb.com/s/milan/homes?refinement_paths%5B%5D=/homes&title_type=HOMES_WITH_LOCATION&allow_override%5B%5D=&s_tag=TDo2HEct


Latteria San Marco 
From the moment you walk into this cosy restaurant, you get the impression it's a family run spot with a legacy. The welcoming staff 
are super friendly& speak Italian and English. The food is fresh, home made and I've heard the menu changes every day based on 
available ingredients, so if it becomes your regular lunchtime hangout, you won't get bored of the dishes (favorite of Piero Lissoni) 

Fioraio Bianchi Caffe 
A small gem located in one of the most arty and eclectic boroughs of Milan, where the customers’ conversations and cheerful chatter 
are the soundtrack to any time of the day. A place to stop, an urban oasis where comfort is to be found in the slow sip of a cup of 
coffee, in a lunch date with a friend, an intimate dinner or in the color of a flower bouquet that attracted our eyes and that we just have 
to take home. 

Al Mattarel 
 If you are looking for authentic Milanese food, this should be your go-to. Family owned and operated, the food is outstanding. Simple 
things like the cotoleta alla milanese or the risotto are as authentic as it gets.  

Carlo e Camilla in Segheria 
Carlo e Camilla in Segheria shines as a majestic backdrop wherein the stark contrast between the outwardly rundown appearance 
and the minimalist decor comes into play as key elements to enjoy the culinary creations and cocktails on offer.  

Osteria del Binari 
A perfect spot to sample traditional Milanese dishes, including five different types of cotoletta, served up in beautiful surroundings, 
with tiled walls, red chandeliers and a back garden. 

Restaurants:  

EAT

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Restaurant_Review-g187849-d1998620-Reviews-Latteria_San_Marco-Milan%20_Lombardy.html%20Fioraio
http://www.fioraiobianchicaffe.it/?lang=en
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Restaurant_Review-g187849-d1817220-Reviews-Al_Matarel-Milan_Lombard%20y.html
http://www.carloecamillainsegheria.it/?l=en
http://www.osteriadelbinari.com


GONG 
Sick of all of the pasta? This sleek spot just a stone’s throw from D&G’s HQs o ers an Asian-inspired menu. The Japanese chef 
reinvents traditional Chinese and Italian dishes—we love the Wagyu Carpaccio and the Insalata Caprese made with tofu. Vegetarian 
options available. 

Pacifico 
Finally, a spot hip enough even if you only want a cocktail. We recommend the classic Caipirinha, which makes a perfect companion 
for the inventive Peruvian- inspired food. (The ceviche-cum-dim-sum is a great alternative to all the pasta and osso bucco that 
dominate Milanese menus.) 

Marta 
For gorgeous, small plates in a setting that feels more like a home than a trattoria, head to Design Queen Rossana Orlandi’s new 
foodie spot next to her eponymous gallery and shop. Paola Navone spearheaded the design, so expect Nacho Carbonell with your 
plate of grilled octopus over the freshest vegetables. When you’re done with your meal, wander through Orlandi’s not-to-miss gallery 
interiors.

SoulGreen 
Soulgreen, an innovative bistro offering gluten-free fare and plant-based products, has taken up residence in Piazzale Principessa 
Clotilde, in the heart of one of the city’s most international districts, Porta Nuova. Ideal for vegetarians and vegans. 

Restaurants cont: 

EAT

http://www.gongmilano.it
http://wearepacifico.it
http://www.martabibendum.it
http://www.soulgreen.com


For Aperitivo:  
Corso Como 10 
A hidden gem, tucked away off the street, the lighting 
and general look of it are warm and welcoming, 
perfect for happy hour. 

Lesgitanes Bistrot 
Enjoy a champagne aperitivo or elegant dinner in this 
sophisticated monochromatic bistro surrounded by 
vintage Italian design objects. 

LùBar  
Lovely place in Milan for a cocktail or two. This cozy 
restaurant is just inside the museum of modern art.  

Pasticceria Marchesi 
Since 1824, Pasticceria Marchesi has been known in 
Milan for the excellence of its freshly baked pastries, 
cakes, cookies, and candies, as well as for being a 
place for a quick lunch or after-work cocktail. 

Bars:  

Bar Radetzky 
Radetzky’s uniqueness of its architectural spaces and 
the atmosphere that it exudes makes it a place much 
frequented by architects and designers. Radetzky has 
been designed to offer clients a non-stop service from 
morning to night with the kitchen always open and a 
bartender always available. 

Liquidambar 
Behind a secret copper door in the small but fabulous 
design hotel, Magna Pars, this sophisticated drinking 
den boasts an onyx bar and a wide selection of Italian 
wines.

Armani Bamboo Bar  
Located in the Armani hotel surrounded by many 
designer shops, the bar is stylish, airy and has lovely 
views over Milan.

DRINK

http://www.10corsocomo.com/location-milano/cafe-restaurant/%20%0Ahttp://www.10corsocomo.com/location-milano/cafe-restaurant/%20%0Ahttp://www.10corsocomo.com/location-milano/cafe-restaurant/
http://www.lesgitanesbistrot.it
https://zero.eu/luoghi/74549-lubar,milano/
https://www.pasticceriamarchesi.com/en.html
http://www.radetzky.it/en/drinks/
http://www.magnapars-suitesmilano.it/ristorante/liquidambar/
http://www.armanihotelmilano.com/it-IT/Dine/Bamboo-Bar


Shopping & More:  

Zona Tortona 
A magnet for the city's creative set: Milan's 'zona Tortona' has become a centre of design, creating a new market for quirky 
restaurants, museums, shops and hotels. 

SuperStudio Group 
Via Tortona was just a sleepy, warehouse-filled neighbourhood southwest of Milan’s centre, when Italian Vogue art director Flavio 
Lucchini and photographer Fabrizio Ferri opened their ground-breaking photography studio there in 1983, naming it Superstudio. 
At the time, people thought they were crazy, but the design and fashion worlds followed where they led. During the Furniture 
Show, Superstudio Più is the venue for innovative design exhibitions, and one of the focal points of the city’s Fuorisalone activities. 

The Design Library 
The Design Library on Via Savona was the first of its kind in Italy dedicated solely to design and houses back issues of design bibles 
Domus, Abitare and Ottagono, Phaidon design monographs, company catalogues and more. Every Thursday, in the light and airy 
building, speaker events take place showcasing Italian as well as international designers. The Library also includes a modern cafe 
serving light lunches, snacks and brunch. 

Antonio Marras 
Shopping in Milan has been turned into an art form and nowhere more so than in the beautiful and original concept store by 
Sardinian designer Antonio Marras. This former workshop first opened in 2008 and since then has evolved to become a meeting 
place of fashion, art and culture.

SHOP

http://www.cntraveller.com/gallery/zona-tortona-milan-guide
http://www.superstudiogroup.com
http://www.designlibrary.it
http://www.antoniomarras.it


Activities:  
Window Shopping at the Via Monte Napoleone and Via Della Spiga. 
During Milan Design week the city becomes a bustling design hub which shop windows of the fashion boutiques dressed up with 
interior design 

 Fondazione Prada Milano 
Expertly exhibited across 17 striking buildings designed by Rem Koolhaas are hundreds of modern and contemporary artworks 
from Miuccia Prada and her husband Patrizio Bertelli’s private collection, including Damien Hirst, Louise Bourgeois and Robert 
Gober. If wandering around the 19,000 square metres leaves you in need of fuel, enjoy an espresso (or cocktail) and a toasted 
panino at the Wes Anderson-designed canteen modeled on an old-school Milanese café. 

Nilufar Depot 
What was once an oversized ex-industrial space that kept Milan Design Empress Nina Yashar’s most treasured overflow of design 
loot is now a full-on, full-sized three-story exhibition and display space spanning 1,500 square metres. Off the beaten track but well 
worth the trek from the city center, it will satisfy both art and design palettes that appreciate the greats like Gio Ponti and Ettore 
Sotsass as well as newer stars such as Martino Gamper and Massimiliano Locatelli. More central is Yashar’s beloved mainstay spot 
on Via Della Spiga 32, with a more limited but still brilliantly curated selection. 

Fornasetti 
Fornasetti is stuffed like an Aladdin’s cave, with re-edition booty from the surreal designer’s glittering mid-century career as well as 
newly designed items from his son Barnaba. There is pattern and product everywhere you look—let yourself get dizzy over the 
swirling cloud wallpaper, butterfly covered tables and trompe l’oeil umbrella stands. 

Armani/ Silos 
Leave it to Mr. Armani to turn a former Nestlé granary into a starkly designed, basilica-inspired space that now houses his fashion 
archive of over 40 years. Apart from the exhibition area currently showcasing over 300 garments and 200 accessories, the Silos has 
a digital archive of drawings, sketches and material dedicated to the Maestro of Minimalism, with a bespoke cataloging system. 

SEE

http://www.fondazioneprada.org
http://www.nilufar.com
https://www.ladoublej.com/milan-guide/nilufar-depot/
http://www.armanisilos.com


Activities cont:  

Museo Vigna di Leonardo 
One of the most prestigious addresses in Milan, the Museo Vigna di Leonardo nally opened to the public this year. This hot spot is 
where the great master Da Vinci lived while painting The Last Supper and where remnants of his vineyard were recently uncovered. 
Famed mid-century Milanese architect Piero Portaluppi restored the property in the 19th century, and this year saw the rst re-
planting of the grape that Leonardo himself used. 

Museo Achille Castiglioni
Design buffs will surely enjoy an insiders visit to the studio of one of Milan’s most important furniture designers of the 20th 
century. Frozen since his death in 2002, the museum feels cozy and cluttered, just as if a genius was being interrupted mid-work on 
a masterpiece. Private tours of the space which include viewing sketches, models, prototypes, and personal effects are handled by 
the late architect’s wife and daughter. 

Rossana Orlandi 
Gallery Rossana Orlandi was opened in 2002 in a former tie factory in the Magenta neighborhood , Galleria Rossana Orlandi has 
always been at the forefront of recognizing up and coming designers. The space is a combination showroom, retail store, office 
building and event venue. 

La Triennale Di Milano 
Since 1923 La Triennale is an international institution which organizes exhibitions and events about design, art, architecture, 
fashion, photography and theatre. The Palazzo dell’Arte, home of Milan’s Triennale, is situated among the greenery of the 
southwest part of the Parco Sempione. After the Sforzesco Castle, the civic Arena and the Arch of Peace, this building completed 
the circle of monuments around the old parade grounds, proclaimed a public park towards the close of the nineteenth century. 

SEE

http://www.vignadileonardo.com
http://fondazioneachillecastiglioni.it/
http://rossanaorlandi.com/
http://www.triennale.org/


CONTACT

For any questions or concerns, please contact:  
ginna@gccollaborative.com 

We look forward to seeing you at Salone Del Mobile 2018 

mailto:ginna@gccollaborative.com

